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Adaptations
Its adaptations are very good because there eyes can see very well
and they have strong bones for
running. Another adaptation is its
ears. They have good hearing and
they can hear predators.

And I new facts from my mom,
cousins, and bunny book and
wikapedia and on the discovery
channel

Image of baby bunny at least 3

WILD BUNNY
By Andi

Characteristics
The types of bunnies are cotton tails,
jack rabbits, floppy eared, and
straight eared,

Ecosystem

Where they live???
Bunnies

live all over the world. They
even live in the deserts, but they mostly
live in forests and grassy land where
there sometimes mostly are. Baby bunnies and adults feed on carrots, leaves,
grass, vegeta. A ecosystem is a place
were living and non living things can
interact with each other.

Its predators are
lions, dogs, hawks , eagles, mountain lions, and other predators
that are bigger than them. Not all
larger animals than it but the ones
I listed were its predators.

A wild baby bunny gets to leave the
nest after at least 4 to 7 weeks or it
takes about 2 months sometimes to
leave its mom. The father of the bunny or any other bunny cant see they
are babies. The mom will kill them
even with house bunnies you are not
aloud to see them. A wild mother
bunny always makes sure to have
her nests blend in with the ground
when she goes to get food so her
babies wont die.babies need milk
from there mom at age 1 and it takes
about three weeks till it dosen’t need
milk.

********Human Interactions*********
Some people eat rabbits but not a
lot .Most people just have them on
their farm or they keep them as pets.
Bunnies are also not endangered but
people cut off their foot when they are
dead because they think they are
lucky. Have you ever heard of a lucky
rabbit foot? It’s weird mostly Indians
thought they were lucky . People also
cut off their tail for things like scarfs,

